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The class was in trouble, and
my son,Aksh Gautam Choud-
hary, together with other sixth
standard boys in school was

asked to write an essay on ‘Discipline’.
His essay was liked by his class teacher
and recommended for inclusion in the
school magazine. Later that day, he
showed it to me and it sent me into a
contemplative mood.This topic, by the
way, is often discussed at home. I was
fairly indisciplined in my own college
days, but over the years, I learnt that one
has to be disciplined. In one of my dis-
cussions with my son, we jointly arrived
at this definition of discipline — “ad-
hering to agreed upon rules”. This is
how the essay read:

It has often occurred to me that as a
seeker of truth, one must be silent and
disciplined! I know the wonderful effi-
ciency of truth, silence and discipline. I
had visited a Trappist Monastery in Kash-
mir, a beautiful place. Most of the in-
mates of that place were under a vow of
silence. I enquired about the motive of
this silence and was told: “We are frail
human beings and often we don’t know
what we say. If we want to listen to the
small voice within that is always whis-
pering to us, we have to be silent; it will
not be heard if we always speak.”

I then understood this precious les-
son. I now know the secret of discipline.
Experience has taught me that silence is
part of spiritual discipline and truth.We
have a natural tendency to exaggerate,
to suppress or modify the truth know-
ingly or unknowingly — this is a natu-
ral weakness and silence is necessary to
surmount it.

A man of a few words will rarely be
thoughtless in his speech as he will meas-
ure every word.There is no chairman in
a meeting who is not pestered with notes
for permission to speak. This also is a

sign of indiscipline.Whenever permis-
sion is given, the speaker generally ex-
ceeds the time limit and keeps on ask-
ing for more time.This shows how undis-
ciplined the man really is. But if only
man had more discipline, we would be
able to get rid of half the misery in this
world. If only man knew the virtues of
silence and discipline. In ancient times,
six to eight hours out of a day of 24
hours were reserved for meditation.

Modern civilisation has taught us to
convert night into day and golden si-
lence into din and noise.What a great
thing it would be, if in our busy lives we
could retire each day, at least for a cou-
ple of hours and prepare our mind to
listen to the inner voice.This practise
would indeed bring about a positive
change in our attitude towards ourselves
and in others around us. If a man con-
trols his tongue, he can be said to be a
disciplined man.

Discipline means willingly follow-
ing some agreed upon rules. Discipline
also means being polite towards all and
respectful towards elders and teachers.
Discipline allows our potential to be re-
alised.Without discipline, a man cannot
be successful in life.

A man who cannot gain control on
his mind in excitement, anger, sadness
or stress cannot be trusted to be decent
with anyone. Such a person does not
have self-respect. He who controls his
mind and does not allow his mind 
to control him must be commended and
with strong focus, he can never fail 
in his target. So let’s be disciplined 
with a smile! ■

An Evolved Child
■ The child’s expression of discipline
shows he has begun to blossom 
beautifully. I am amazed at his reflections
on silence.

Chaity Biswas
On The Wheels Of Spiritual 
Evolution
■ Blessed must be your son to be at such
a mature stage of spiritual evolution, at
such a young age. I can, however, believe
this. Some time ago, I received an email

from a class IV boy who was just nine
years old. He had written about an ar-
ticle on vairagya that I wrote for the Speak-
ing Tree column in the Times of India in
October 2012.Bhagawan Shriman Nar-
simha Saraswati of Ganagapur and Nar-
simhawadi is regarded as an avatar of
Bhagawan Shri Dattatreya.

The story has it that he did not speak
for a long time after he was born. But
at the time of his thread ceremony, he
suddenly started reciting the vedas! Then
he left home to take sanyas.

He told his parents his other ashrams
had been completed in previous lives
and he is now ready for sanyas! May your
son similarly advance in the repeated cy-
cles of lives.

Kishor Kulkarni
Maturity Beyond His Years
■ I can’t believe a small boy can write
such mature thoughts.He is well beyond
his age.At this age, children usually pick
up whatever their parents do or say, so I
believe you and your wife definitely de-
serve the credit for this.You must be dis-
cussing meditation and talking about si-
lence — that’s how he knows this.

Rajeshwari Sopan
I Can’t Believe This
■ Are these thoughts from a class six stu-
dent?

Madhusudhan Attaluri
Let Him Grow Naturally
■ The child’s observations show him to
be a keen observer of human behaviour.

Please encourage him.This will hone
his talents further. Children are all that
we have. Now I believe the truth of the
statement,‘the child is the father of man’.

Batu Ram Nayak
Wisdom Is Inborn
■ Wisdom is never dependent on age.
The boy shows his simplicity, innocence,
and his wisdom too.

Chanderkant Xyz

Man loves objects, uses people. Instead
love people and use objects

Swami Sukhabodhananda

Our breathing is the door through
which we go home to our Self  

Thich Nhat Hanh

The only way to overcome fear and to
be free is to follow dharma.All faiths
talk of one formless Divine.When

there is just one, how can the interest
of that one be any different?

Yogi Ashwini

We don’t need miracles to reach
godhead. Just chant, avoid offending
others and keep a service attitude

Srila Gopal Krishna Goswami 

To love, you need guts.To be loved 
by someone, you’ve just got to be 

plain lucky
Sensei Sandeep Desai

Real love is expressed through service.
A mother is willing to do anything to

serve the child, willing to stay up,
willing to clean dirty clothes, willing to

sacrifice her life.That is service
Radhanath Swami

Mind manifests itself as space, time
and matter in a way that we accept the
existence of any entity in this space-

time-matter continuum
Ganesh Kalyanaraman

Different religions have the same
principles. God comes again and again

because His messages haven’t been
spread with pure intentions

Swati Shiv

Can we examine what we identify
with, then consciously become

indifferent to everything? Then ‘I’ will
identify with the Divine

Kishor Kulkarni

The problem with sadness, anger,
hopelessness, anxiety and misery is

that you want to get rid of them. But
these are blessings in disguise as 

these help you to grow 
Rajan Santhanam

MASTERSTROKES

Belief In Old Norms 
■ It’s not so much of a prob-
lem for us, youngsters, but it
is definitely an issue for the
older generation.They can-
not make up their minds
about such issues and insist on
young people matching horo-
scopes, gotra and checking
planetary configurations be-
fore marriage. Whichever
community you may belong
to,you have to go through all
this, even if you choose to
marry outside it.

Ramanathan Shankara
An Old Debate
■Arranged marriages within
the community is better be-
cause it helps the couple to
adjust more easily as customs
and traditions are the same.
People around the couple are
more co-operative, too.

In the case of a love mar-
riage, all these things do not
matter,but at times difference
in cultures can become a 
reason for discord especially if
the couple is not mature and
if the guidance of elders is also
missing.All said and done,love
or arranged marriages become
successful by co-operation and
adjustment.

Nita Agarwal
Community Love
■ Love is a very important
word.Love implies attraction

and feeling connected. But
within the community we feel
more loved and so we go by
social norms. People feel safe
in love. If someone writes
against the community, there
can be riots and violence,and
this is going against love.Lov-
ing means learning to live with
reason.Your heart should be
your guiding light in this.

Kanchan Pahel
Marriage Unites 2 Souls
■ In the olden days, children
were expected to follow tra-
ditions, as well as follow rules
and regulations.This worked 
simply because children nev-
er opposed their parents. But
now,things have changed.Peo-
ple follow their own mind.

But typically,an ideal mar-
riage is one where none of this
is important. Marriage is, af-
ter all, not a combination of
two bodies, but is a union of
two souls that were earlier di-
vided into two.

God conspires to combine
the divided Atman into one.
Respect and love is also 
necessary between two peo-
ple getting married.

Sri Vas
Law Vs Dharma
■ Marriages have to conform
to the law now, not the rules
of ancient Sanatana Dharma.

Lotus Crown

Arranged Love

Do scientists stumble upon discoveries or is it
because they are the chosen ones? Log on to
speakingtree.in to find out

COMMENTS FROM THE WEBSITE

People are daring in love, but then
tamely settle for an ‘arranged’ 

marriage. Why, asks SANDESH SABOO

Hear Your Inner Voice
A lot of people fall in love with who they want, but
when it comes to marriage, they follow society’s
norm and marry within the community. They say
that love is not necessary for marriage, and that it
can happen later.What’s your take on this?

Do you have an opinion? Post a comment on speakingtree.in.The best will be featured here

L
ast month was the 125th
birth anniversary of In-
dian mathematician,Ra-
manujan.He was spiritu-
al and always said his
mathematical insights ex-

pressed the thoughts of God — he con-
sidered them a gift from Goddess Na-
magiri. Hardcore mathematicians
scoffed at his metaphysical pro-
nouncements and yet accepted his
number theory and theorems.

Similarly, great discoveries by
Newton,Einstein and Tesla have bor-
dered on the metaphysical.A signif-
icant part of Newton’s life was de-
voted to understanding the scientif-
ic principles behind God and writ-
ing about them. Einstein also wrote
songs about God which he would
often sing. He believed strongly that
science and spirituality were con-
nected. He wrote, “I maintain that
cosmic religious feeling is the

strongest and noblest motive for sci-
entific research”.

Tesla,another great inventor would
pluck his inventions seemingly out of
thin air.He always said his ideas came
in a flash and the machine and its de-
tailed working was ‘shown’ to him.
Similar was the case of Barbara Mc-
Clintock who had a metaphysical ex-
perience and ‘saw’ the phenomenon
of jumping genes.This later won her
the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1983.
But she was ridiculed for almost 20
years — few scientists willingly believe
in metaphysical insights.

It seems all great discoveries, in-
ventions and creative outputs includ-
ing composition of classical music by
Bach and Beethoven have been the re-
sult of mystical experiences.What is
this phenomenon? Is it revelations to
an evolved mind or is it that God smiles
on a chosen few who are blessed with
a great idea in philosophy,science,math-

ematics or music.A spiritual connec-
tion seems to exist when a great
thought or discovery takes place.

Patanjali spoke about this con-
nection when he said any knowledge
of the Universe can be obtained by
sanyam or by concentration, con-
templation and samadhi on an idea.
All our great discoverers — Ein-
stein, Newton,Tesla, and Darwin

were endowed with tremendous pow-
er of concentration.This together
with an evolved mind helped them
in their discoveries.

Sanyam,however,signifies that those
of us not blessed with a nimble brain
can reach those realms by sheer hard
work.An interesting facet is that these
great discoverers were self-taught.Their
genius flowered at an early age by a
single event either by being exposed
to a book as for Ramanujan and En-
rico Fermi or to an object such as a
compass for Einstein.

These great thinkers also talked
about the oneness of every-

thing. Einstein devoted
half his life to develop a

theory where he wanted
to connect every aspect of

the universe. Similarly, the others too
discussed the oneness of life and spoke
about inter-connections in everything
surrounding us.

With deep thought or
sanyam on a particular thing
for a long time, the brain be-
comes sensitive and a powerful receiver
of knowledge. Such a sensitive brain
can identify itself with any idea or ob-
ject in the world and gets a feeling of
oneness of the Universe. Once Ra-
makrishna,while in a heightened state
of awareness, saw a person walking on
the grass and felt as if the person was
walking on his chest!  He had identi-
fied with the grass! 

Nevertheless, it is the human mind

which is the receiver of the idea or
knowledge and hence there is a cu-
riosity to know how this happens.

Knowledge can be both internal
and external. Internal knowledge is
the outcome of memory and infor-
mation stored in the brain and its
churning and processing by sanyam.
External knowledge is obtained when
deep thought interacts with the ob-
ject of perception.

Knowledge about the Universal
Consciousness or God or of the struc-
ture of the universe already exists in
‘knowledge space’ and is accessed
whenever earth passes through this
space in its long journey around the
Milky Way. It is time-dependent, not
person-dependent. Even if there was
somebody else other than Newton or
Einstein,they would have received the
knowledge provided they had ‘pre-
pared’ their mind.This is the reason
why a number of people with prepared
minds simultaneously, yet independ-
ently have the same
thoughts.The renaissance
period in Europe and spir-
itual awakening in India in
the late 19th century are
some examples when a
large number of enlight-
ened souls pushed the fron-
tiers of knowledge.

As the earth passes through ‘knowl-
edge space’, it somehow attracts great
thought which comes to humans! 

Thus Christ,Buddha,Ramakrish-
na,Einstein,Newton,Ramanujan and
others like them were great spiritual
beings who came on earth to increase
the knowledge of mankind. ■

Their Work Was True Meditation
■ True definition of meditation is con-
centrated thinking and in the process,
sages,rishis and scientists receive knowl-
edge from the superconscious mind.

Sunita Gupta 
All Is One, One Is All
■ Knowledge is but one; in essence
there is no difference between inter-
nal and external,subject and object….

Sunil Dutt
A Powerful Energy Binds Us
■ We all are interconnected and phe-
nomenons like revolutions in thought
processes may be due to the effect of
some powerful energy in a few hu-

mans that res-
onate with each
other and influ-
ences the whole
universe.Rupert
Sheldrake in The
Presence of the Past
has explained

this phenomenon. He calls it mor-
phic resonance.

Bidhya Bhusan Singh 
Science And Spirituality Unite
■ Our consciousness and sense of
awareness leads to mysticism. Mystics
think up metaphysical thoughts,which
in turn,leads to theoretical physics and
on to real discoveries.

Ram Singh Sachan
Sadhus And Scientists Are One 
■ Scientists are avatars or rishis, doing
some kind of penance.One verifies the
seed, the other analyses the tree.

Krishn Kumar
The Evolved Scientist-Sage
■ All the scientists referred to in the

article are sages in their
own right and secrets to
them have been revealed
in small doses.The real-
ity revealed is generally
beyond the common
man’s understanding.The
collective consciousness
has yet to grow to a lev-

el where there can be immediate ac-
ceptance of the new understanding
— this may take decades, even cen-
turies.The truth of the theory of rel-
ativity is yet to be understood and
Ramanujan’s theorems are still 
being deciphered.

Sudheindra Shidleepur 
A Dip In Gyan Ganga
■ Knowledge space or gyan ganga in
other words, flows uninterruptedly in
the cosmos,in the vast,unlimited space.
Those who approach her with rever-
ence and a meditative mind derive the
grace, as a dip in the waters of Ganga
with piety and surrender benefits the
believer. Scientists and thinkers have
learned from laws of nature through
observation and contemplation.

Newton discovered the law of
gravity through observation and con-
templation. Einstein formulated his
complex theory of relativity simply
with an open and meditative mind and
came out with the equation E= MC2.
Blessed are they who can take a dip in
gyan ganga.

Mahavir Nautiyal

COMMENTS FROM
OUR READERS

ANIL K RAJVANSHI says the
evolved mind is able 
to think up scientific 
insights because it 
is ready for special 
messages

Blessed By A 
Thought From
GOD

IF WE WANT TO LISTEN TO THE

SMALL VOICE WITHIN THAT IS

ALWAYS WHISPERING TO US, 

WE HAVE TO BE SILENT; IT WILL

NOT BE HEARD IF WE 

KEEP CHATTERING

Seeker ADITYA CHOUDHARY reproduces his son’s essay on discipline in school 
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